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Simulation way of working internally variable loads ball mill process multi enrichment 

The authors used apparatus mathematics of catastrophe theory to identify the complex dynamic processes of crushing, which 

takes account of changes in nonlinear perturbations texture crude ore characteristics, its strength and variable equipment 

operating conditions and the proposed load control system ore in ball mills first, second and third stages, the evaluation inside the 

mill geometry load during emergencies. A method of identifying geometry inside the mill download ball mills for the diagnosis 

trajectory volume filling of a technological complex. The optimal loading modes inside the mill and minimize residence time in 

the process, the parameters of which change over time. It is proved that maximize the performance of the ball mill operational 

monitoring geometry inside the mill download the workspace and define the newly formed finished product, it is essential to 

optimize electricity consumption and specific design solutions for the development of intelligent control systems, electric ball 

mills, pumps and separators. 
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The problem and its connection with scientific and practical tasks. Maximizing performance ball 

mills through efficient evaluation geometry filling his workspace and determination again 

formed the finished product is essential for optimizing specific power consumption and robust 

design of automated control of electric power consumption and ball mills enrichment process 

line. The scientific importance of research associated with energy complex dynamic processes of 

crushing raw ore in ball mill space and strengthening processes ore loading chaotic fluctuations 

with regard to the properties of heterogeneous environments and designing intelligent systems 

management of power consumption enrichment plants [1]. 

Analysis of studies and publications. The process of grinding ore in  ball mill  the first, second 

and third stages of enrichment dedicated to research scientists Ukrainians U.G.Kachan [2], EV 

Kochur [3] V. Kornienko [4] A. Maryuty [5] I. Novitsky [6]. n his writings, the scientists have 

shown that these processes are complex dynamic management objects with non-stationary 

parameters and nonlinear dependencie and stochastic variables with significant traffic delays, 

modes work wich are sensitive to the textural characteristics of the ore. Mathematical model 

geometry downloading ball mill described using R - functions [7] presented in [8], it allowed the 

author to select effective factors to optimize the unit cost of power consumption relative exit to a  

finished class  leaking classifier . Thus, the study of principles developing methods to reduce 

energy consumption by building models ball mill modes of downloading and designing 

automated electric ball mills to reduce to 20-30% of the unit cost of electricity is an actual 

scientific problem.  

Setting objectives. The effectiveness of tasks may increase through the use of catastrophe theory 

[9] with regard to the description of the complex process of grinding ore from different states 

lining mill balls and complex heterogeneous environments. When controlling the grinding 

process in a ball mill erected the first stage of enrichment to maximize performance in the 

costs enrichment  , then the trajectory of the fine particles of ore in the mill will be linked to 

geometry loading the mill and it optimal filling of ore. [8] 

The article is a further in-depth analysis modes of ball mills through the use of mathematical 

tools catastrophe theory, the study of conditions buckling modes of operation of a ball mill to 

prevent accidents. 

Teaching material and results. Consider the behavior of the ball mill first stage of enrichment. 

which operates in a closed loop of the classifier and ore input a different texture characteristics, 

and for which buckling corresponds to one elementary catastrophe. In order to identify complex 

nonlinear mappings that occur in ball mills from equilibrium, periodic and quasi-periodic 



regimes to use bifurcations and chaos theory and research methods disasters complex dynamic 

objects on the methodology authors [10, 11]. We begin the analysis of ball mills to assess its 

condition variables to which we refer, three component geometry mill filling (filling core) with 

an angular velocity x1 = ωx, x2 = ωy, x3 = ωz; performance on wet mill ore ÷ x4 = 180, 250 t / h 

of circulating load x5 = 100 ÷ 150%, management options: u∈R2 .In our case, we wake them 

denote by U, as is customary in control theory [11 ] and will call parameters control a ball mill 

and classifier first stage of enrichment. 
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where  _e1 - rejection performance on wet ball mill ore;  _e2. - Reject the circulating load cycle 

ball mill, classifier. 
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 _ (h.z.) - filling geometry deviations from optimal ball mill;  _ (sch.p.) - deviation density pulp 

mill in the shower of the setting. 

Thus, we have mentioned x∈R5, u (= a) ∈R2. Equation geometry fill ball mill is as follows: 
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Stationary solutions which meet the condition: 

                                                                                                                             (4) 

System of equations (3) in a Taylor series in the neighborhood of a stationary point (xo = 0, u0 = 

0). 

We have: 
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In decompose (5), (6) the first amount represents the linear dynamic component geometry mill 

filling the second amount - linear effects management, third amount (5) takes into account the 

inertial parameters. Stationary solution of (5, 6) we find, considering that: 
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For prostate: 
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Two equations (7) (8) linear on variables x_1, ..., x_5. Using them, express variables x_1, ..., x_5 

incl (9) - (11) as a linear combination of management options and the last variables x_1, ..., x_3. 

Substituting these expressions in (7) we obtain three alhometrychni nonlinear equation: 

{
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Constants Y  _1j, F _1j.oderzhani in the substitution x_ (4) and x_ (5) to (7) by bringing these 

members. Inertia members do not change, since their amount did not include variables x_ (4), x_ 

(5) ... calculate the algebraic system of nonlinear equations (12). Expression of the second and 

third equations (12) variables x_ (2), x_ (3) by changing  x_(1) 
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Substituting the value (13) - (16) in the first equation (12), we obtain the following algebraic 

equation: 
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These equations 5th degree relative to the variable x = x_1. Note that Q_1 (x) is independent of 

management options (departments). 

  Consider a specific example of process control ore grinding in ball mills, which operates in a 

closed loop of the classifier. Let equation (17) has the form (when a = u) 
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and parameters A0, A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, u1, u2 correspond to the values that determining 

experimentally [8]. Expression (18) defines a two-dimensional in three-dimensional space R ^ 3 

with coordinates (x; u_1; u_2). Define bifurcational set J_B function F (x; u), ie the set of 

measure zero in the space management options (u∈R ^ (2)), which points parameterize function 

F (x; u) with degenerate critical points. To do this we need to find, section 2 . 
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We use x for parametric change management representation settings (offices) (u_1 (x), u_2 (x)) 

for bifurcation set J_B. 

We write: 
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in matrix form, we have: 
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Each value of x in (23) corresponds to a pair of equations for total 〖departments (u〗 _1; u_2, 

u3) - according u1 - upload ball mill; u2 - water consumption in the mill; u3 - the cost of balls in 

the mill. The solution of these equations only on condition that the determinant of the system is 

not zero. Parametric representation of curves folds (u_1 (x): u_2 (x)) is shown in Fig. 1. This 

projection disaster management parameters on the plane (management) u_1 =  _e1, u_2 =  _h3, 

forms bifurcational set J_B set of shared J_B plane R ^ 2 management options open to her 

traversing the area in which the function F (x; u) has different meanings of numbers (1, 2, 5) 

critical points, and dynamic system respectively 1, 3, 5 stable or unstable equilibrium. 

Consider the case where control ball mill operator performs only a change in performance (load) 

on wet ore ...  _e1, that u_1 a fixed type of ore and the circulation laden, under load to the mill is 

u_1 = 270 t / h, and optimal geometry of downloads will be responsible u_2 =  _a = 40m3 per 

hour (section A) Figure 1. Let u_1 |_ (t = 0) = 0 and we start to load the mill Δu_1 = 5 t / h = u 

 _e1 〖〗 _1. First change x_1 (= ω_x) linearly responsive to changes u_1 (Fig. 2), but when 

you reach the circulating load  _e1 = const, ie at  on bifurcational set J_B abruptly moves to the 

bottom sheet (point  , Figure 2). This condition leaves a ball mill to coordinate x = x_1 = ω_x is 

completely unmanageable (with increased load-mill goes into emergency mode). In other words, 

if the operator wants to return the ball mill in the state x = 0, while reducing u_1 u_2 = const, it 

will lead to even more of an emergency. Ball mill will not respond to changing u_1 long before it 

reaches values u_1 = 0 (point in Fig. 2), in which there is a transition jump on top of the letter. 

After this increase u_1 will again be accompanied by the lack of response required until u_1 = 

250 t / h (dot ∂), at which point x again switch on the bottom sheet (point E). Average letter 

remains elusive at u_2 = const = 40m3 / h. Making the system back to the middle letter 

(including a state x = x_1 = 0) is possible only by changing two settings u_1 management and 

u_2. Taking another section, u_2 = const, for example, increase u_2 to u_2 = 42 m3 / h (section 

B in Fig. 3), the points jump to go from the lower leaves on the top and back, and even more will 

deviate from the optimum geometry downloading ball mill (point d in Fig. 3) 

 

Fig.1.    Bifurcation set manifold disaster ball mill 



 

Fig 2. Dependence coordinates x_1 = ω_x the geometry fill the mill at a constant sense of weight 

loading ball 

 

 Fig 3. Dependence coordinates x_1 = ω_x the value of load at constant ball mill circulating load 

sense 120%. 

So, consider the method of identifying geometry downloading ball mill can understand 

researchers influence of nonlinearity for crushing process and develop: - a system of intelligent 

management of the mill to control the geometry of the download, by assessing the time set of 

points common to any - any surface and plane, describing them using R - functions [7] and 

authentication parameters x1 ... x5 condition ball mills downloading ball mills; methods of 

adaptation options classification and enrichment and construction of fuzzy regulators boot 

manager mills first, second, third crushing stage. [12] - Methods of intensification of grinding by 

impact  electromagnetic fields on the circulation load; - devices for pulsed exposure to water jets 

ball mills heterogeneous environment; - Automated control system electric classifiers, cyclones 

hydraulic pumps for energy efficiency processes of crushing, classification and enrichment. 

Conclusions and directions for future research. Using catastrophe theory through the study of 

bifurcation behavior ball mill to identify the characteristics of the geometry of its  load under 

uncertainty characteristics of raw ore, condition of the lining of the mill allowed the authors of 

the article to get new ideas about the process of grinding ore and offer a number of methods to 

control the geometry of downloading a pace with the process , intensification of grinding to 

improve its energy efficiency and reduce the unit cost of electricity for the production of 

concentrate. 
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